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Silicone Dildos 

Curve Tantus Silicone Dildo  TS142  $71.15 
Features a wider base, enabling people to combine the versatility of harness play with the 
direct G-spot stimulation all women crave. The subtle angle makes it ideal for anal or 
vaginal play, and the smooth silicone makes easy penetration.  

Available Options 
Black - Purple Haze 

LELO ELLA Dual Ended Dildo  LL401  $67.30 
Beautifully smooth and seamless, ELLA is a joy to the eye as well as the body, one end 
precisely designed to reach and stimulate the G-spot area, the other fashioned for 
conventional erotic stimulation.  
 
Available Options 
Black - White 

Magnum STUBS Fun Factory Dildo  FN405  $82.75 
A STUB for those who desire big love! Its smooth surface makes it easy to insert and the 
hint of a phallic shape stimulates incredibly. STUBS are made of 100% silicone! They are 
flexible yet firm, gentle to the body, easy to clean and hypoallergenic. Their stable base 
makes them suitable for independent use or with harnesses. Whether cooled or warmed, in 
the bathtub or on terra firma - diverse stimulation is guaranteed.  

Available Options 
Blackberry - Black 

Boss STUBS Silicone Dildo  FN409  $80.60 
The Boss Stub with its stately length and a powerful diameter of nearly 1.7 inches, The 
Boss hides no secret of its power. This dildo is made of solid yet supple medical-grade 
silicone, with pronounced glans and suggested veins on the shaft. The organic, slightly 
curved shape practically reaches the G-spot or prostate all on its own.  

Available Options 
Black - Nude - Pink 
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Bouncer SHAKE STUBS Silicone Dildo  FN421  $129.90  
The impressive Bouncer has a proud 7in length with a gentle curve perfect for reaching the 
G-spot or prostate. Three weighted balls are tucked inside the silky silicone and release 
vibrations with every movement. Bouncer features a low profile toy base which makes it 
ideal to use with a harness and adheres to all smooth surfaces - and is also safe for anal 
use.  

Available Options 
Black - Candy Rose - Red 

Share Fun Factory Dildo  FN451  $131.90 
SHARE's shape was designed to fit you perfectly. Flexible without losing the necessary 
stability, easy to clean and hypo-allergenic. Good grip. Easy to use. Harness-compatible. 
Made of solid, 100 % medical-grade. Silicone.   

Available Options 
Black - Baby Rose - Violet 


